REVIEW

Two large ports provide gen
erous /ow frequency output,
at fair/y low distortion, sup
porting subsonics.

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

Frequency response of the HDl-3600 was
essentially fiat across the audio band,
from a very low 30Hz up to 16kHz. The
dip and peak around 55Hz is a phase
rotation due to the room so can be
ignored. A dip at 800Hz exists at the
crossover point - but it is a small effect
of little subjective consequence.
The lowest driver works up to 800Hz,
the next up to 900Hz and the third up
acts as a bass/midrange unit, reaching
right up to 2kHz where it crosses over
to the tweeter. So in effect there are
three bass units, one midrange and one
tweeter - an unusual arrangement that
maximise s bass cane area.
As with the smaller HDl-1600
reviewed in our November 2021 issue the
horn loaded tweeter gives smooth, even
output up to 16kHz, above which it peaks
sharply; luckily, few can hear this high.
JBL have obviously designed the
HDl-3600 to be technically accurate,
rather than contrived. lt will not sound
overly bright, but the tweeter is no

Johannette Zomer's voice soared
beautifully in Handel's Lascia chi'io
Pianga (DSD64), projected strongly
outward at me but without
blemish.
There were a few odd
moments when the horn tweeter
suddenly seemed to want to strut
its stuff. One was with The Eagles
'Somebody' (CD) where high
treble had a piercing quality that
sounded to me I was hearing the
tweeter's treble peak above l 6kHz,
even though with steady signais 1
can't hear up that far.Whatever,
the horn tweeter is powerfully
projective and can at times be a
bit too strong with recordings
that have their own problems. The
'speakers were generally easy going
yet balanced and revealing, but
every now and then they would
bite. JBL.:s treble horn was the
reason; its peak needs removal.
With the lcon Audio Stereo
30SE valve amplifier there was
some loss of bass resolution: the
HDl-3600s need electrical damping
and here a valve amplifier does
not suit. However, this was only
obvious with prodigious deep bass;
most of the time the two worked
together beautifully, the lcon
delivering a timbrally rich sound
that fleshed out the shimmering
strings of Nils Lofgren's guitar
in 'Keith Don't Go'.Would the
tweeter's peak above l 6kHz drill
my ears1 lt did not, but I was aware

shrinking violet either. Our measurement
is slightly off-axis (20degrees), with
grille off. Putting the grille on made no
difference. The speaker is best aimed
straight down the room, its dispersion
being sufficiently wide and smooth to
make positioning uncritical.
This loudspeaker reaches very low:
few run fiat down to 30Hz. The ports
(red trace) peak broadly around 40Hz,
suggesting good bass damping. The
impedance curve reflects this situation
too, by a fairly wide dip around port
frequency. Powerful low bass will be
produced in any room, but especially a
large one 18ft long or more.
lmpedance (measured with pink
noise) was exactly 6 Ohms and bass
unit combined d.c.r. 4.3 Ohms, as seen
at the terminais, all standard nowadays.
Sensitivity was high at 90dB from one
nominal Watt of input (2.8V) so amplifiers
of 20 Watts or more suit, with little need
for more than 100 Watts.
A nicely engineered loudspeaker

of strong high-highs
on this track.And ail
the time the lcon's
output meter just
bounced around
against its zero end
stop, even though 1
was playing loud. The
'speakers are valve
amplifier friendly,
having a relaxed and
easy demeanour, but
the resultant sound
is unusual in nature.

Be/ow the
horn lie three
drivers deliv
ering bass.
The lower
two reach
up to 900Hz,
the top one
2kHz.

CONCLUSION

JBL.:s HDl-3600s
were laconic giants.
They cruised
through all I threw
at them, rarely
putting a foot wrong.
From powerfully
projected high treble
down to deep room
shaking subsonics,
these loudspeakers
carry a powerful
punch that is the
epitome of high
fidelity.Yet they
are also subtle and
insightful too, just as
good with the massed strings of an
orchestra as with Rock. Now and
then needles hit my ears, but for
the most part I loved what I heard:
exciting yet balanced and truthful.A
great loudspeaker.

that's accurate, will have powerful
bass yet not wallow. Very good all round.
NK

FREQUENCYRESPONSE
Green - driver output
Red - port output
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JBL HDl-3600
f:3198

OUTSTANDING - amongst
the best.
VERDICT

Plentiful subsonic bass,
accurate and revealing. Very
exciting: a big sound.

FOR

- endlessly deep bass
- accurate tonal balance
- dark tonal hue

AGAINST

- occasional sharp treble
JBL
https://bit.ly/31uRL0a
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